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Campus Young Republicans Club looks to
2010 election and beyond after 2008 losses
BY KATHARINE WEISS

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

F

or many, the election
of Barack Obama as
the new President elicited cheers, screams
and yelps of joy could be heard
around campus, Nov. 4. However, there were several students
that were less than thrilled
with the results of the election.
Daniel Anderson, President
of the UPS Republicans Club,
wasn't on campus when the sidewalks of UPS filled with students
clanging pots and cheering, instead Anderson was in a much
more somber setting: An Election
Night Party with the local Republican Campaigns. Anderson
spent that past several months
working for the King County
Republican Party, only to receive very disappointing results.

Despite the set back for Republicans, Anderson believes
that now is just as good a time as
any to be a member of the party.
It's tough [being a Republican in this point in history], but
I think that this constant need to
defend our beliefs and examine
our opinions will ultimately pay
dividends for us," Anderson said.
There are actual benefits to being one of few Conservatives on
a college campus, Anderson says.
"Part of the benefit of a liberal
arts education is simply being able
to hone your analytical skills, and
in this sense, being siglificantly
outnumbered politically epitomizes this objective. I think, too,
that the more liberal this campus gets, the more willing conservative students are to just roll
over and accept it. And while
this is a liberal campus, open
dialog is important, and I'm try-

Students
donate cash,
points for
charity week

ing to get our conservative mesthere," Anderson said.
sage
• e Anderson may not
have been a supporter of Barack Obama he can understand what draws many of his
peers to the former candidate.
"Our generation, and this
school in particular, was a large
part of what put Obama over
the top. He has a lot of broad
appeal and I think the important thing that this election did
is got people involved in politics. One walk along the north
side of Trimble makes it hard
to hide the fact that students
here overwhelmingly got behind the same candidate. He
inspired them to get involved,
they partook in the democratic
process, and their candidate
came out victorious. That is
what's meant by 'yes we can' and
`yes we did,'" Anderson said.

In what has been labeled
as the end of a Republican
era, Anderson believes that
it is important for young Republicans to get involved.
"I think that my generation of
conservatism needs to play a significant role in the future. The
party is in trouble, and I think
we're starting to realize that.
We've had tough losses two
cycles in a row. First and foremost, I think the Party needs to
expand its outreach. Similarly, I
spent a Sunday afternoon walking in the Seattle Chinatown
Parade with Dino Rossi, the
first Republican candidate for
governor in state history to walk
in the event. So, I think we're on
the right path, but we have a lot
of work ahead of us, and I look
forward to being a part of this
transformation as we look towards
2010 and beyond," Anderson said.

Over a dozen UPS clubs were
involved in the 32"d annual series of hunger awareness and
relief activities, between November 17th and the 21", on
campus and around Tacoma,
condensed into Hunger Week.
The series of programs that
focused on world hunger was
organized by a coalition of
clubs and campus groups, and
the proceeds from donations
will go to local organizations.
University Chaplain Rev. Dave
Wright said that the official results of Hunger Week would be
fully tallied December 3 and that
these numbers would, in part, determine the amount of the donation made to help sustain the services provided by Urban Grace.
The church, located in downtown Tacoma, offers a free community breakfast every Sunday
prepared by a team of volunteers.
We will be depositing the
final point/cash contributions
and then cut a check to benefit Urban Grace's breakfast
program, probably on Wednesday of this week," Wright said.
Another local organization
involved in Hunger Week was
Guadalupe House, a Catholic
Worker hospitality establishment that provides transitional
housing and drop-in shower and
mail services for members of the
local community. Rev. Wright
summed up the impact that the
Hunger Week activities will
have on this local organization.
"Because of the holiday we
haven't added up the money
donations or the total amount
of food given yet, but the food
donations at least are quite significant — we're going to be haul-

ing several box-fulls of canned
goods down to Guadalupe house
early next week," Wright said.
Among more than a dozen
campus groups involved in the
planning and implementation
of Hunger Week were Circle K,
Lighthouse, the Community Involvement and Action Center
and the Student Diversity Center.
Students staffed a Hunger Week
table throughout the week in the
Wheelock Student Center to distribute information about activities and to accept donations of up
to 500 meal planpoints to be used
towards the gift for Urban Grace.
Another service offered to the
campus community was the Collins Memorial Library Food for
Finesexchange, throughwhichstudents were allowed to donate one
can of food per $1 of overdue fees,
waiving up to $20 of late charges.
SEE

HUNGER PAGE 2
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Library to be open for
24 hours on Dec. 7-9

How will higher education
change under Obama?

BY

From shortening the FAFSA to tax credits, here is a lay out of how
education, and especially aid for education, could change under the
Obama presidency.
AFFORDABILITY:

MARK DELBRUEK

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

With Reading Period and finals week just around the corner,
the Collins Memorial Library
staff is gearing up to provide
24-hour access to Puget Sound
students. The library will be officially open around the clock
from Dec. 7-9 for reading period,
and then again from Dec. 14-18
for finals week. The library will
then be closing for the semester
on Friday Dec. 19 at 6:00 p.m..
While Collins Memorial is
typically open 24 hours for
students during Finals Week,
ASUPS officers have teamed up
with Library Director Jane Car-

Obama vowed to create a new tax credit that
gives money to students
pending the completion
of 100 hours of community service or military service. Called the
American Opportunity
Tax Credit and accessible to most taxpayers,
the proposed cuts would
cover nearly two-thirds
of the cost of tuition at
most public university,
completely cover the cost
of community college or
make the first $4,000 of
private higher education
free. Furthermore, he
wants to make sure Pell
Grants, need-based aid
for low-income undergraduates, keep up with
inflation.

lin to keep the facility open during Reading Period this semester.
This extension in the library's
hours is the latest product in a
series of attempts to provide additional resources for students
during crucial study periods.
"This is something Yusuf and
I talked about during our campaign and Jane has been in full
support of making the library
the focal point on campus for
academic resources." Ross Heyman, ASUPS Vice President said.
To encourage extended use of
the facility during these periods,
ASUPS officials as well as Puget
Sound mascot The Griz will be on
hand and complimentary beverages for students will be provided.

Dear Readers,
It has recently come to our attention that a mistake was
made in the front page piece in the Nov. 14 issue titled
"UPS working to repair ailing Fieldhouse."
The article states that the repairs are scheduled to be completed in "mid-February." It should read that "Kief is confident the fieldhouse will be open some time in December."
We would like to extend an apology for the inaccuracy.
As per our mission at The Trail of sparking student insight
and response, I continue to look forward to student contributions in the form of "Letters to the Editor" in order to
help make The Trail better than it has ever been.

Obama wants to simplify the financial aid
process by scrapping
the lengthy Free Application for Student
Aid (FAFSA) and allowing people to indicate on their tax forms
that their tax information can be used to calculate financial aid.

The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to
Security Services between Nov. 18 and Dec. 4:

Obama proposed getting rid of
federal subsidies to private student
loan lenders, in May 2007. He said
they were wasteful and vulnerable
to abuse. Instead, he isroposing that
all loans be provided through the direct loan program. The savings from this measure could fund
more than a million Pell Grants, Obama asserts.

Courtney Beardsley-Schoonmaker, of Lighthouse, was involved with the planning and
implementation of the Hunger
Banquet held on Thursday of
Hunger Week, a meal event based
on an Oxfam International model.
"The idea behind the Hunger
Banquet is to represent the world's
food crisis. When a participant enters the Banquet they are handed
a card at random. The card could
mean that you are eating a three
course meal at a nicely decorated
table or you could be sitting on
the floor eating a bowl of rice,"
Beardsley-Schoonmaker said.
The event, designed to encourage awareness and conversation
about hunger issues and the distribution of food throughout
the world, used participants as a
model for the world's population.
"These groups are proportional
to how many people in the world

Semester Break Parking Information

sues on a local level. Lighthouse
and Puget Sound Christian
Fellowship organized a service
activity at Guadalupe House
on Tuesday of Hunger Week.
"It's important to provide opportunities for community service because it really only takes a
few hours out of the week. It's a
great way to get off campus and
experience the heart of Tacoma,"
Beardsley-Schoonmaker said.
Those who organized the University's hunger issues activities
into Hunger Week this year concluded that the program was a
success. Speaking to these results,
Rev. Dave Wright commented.
"The overall feedback I've received from the various campus
partners has been very positive;
clearly the breadth of cooperation
was quite high this year, and my
sense is we're set to explore doing
this again next year," Wright said.

THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL

MATT ANDERSON
KATHARINE WEISS
LAUREN MOUAT

A student reported his vehicle was broken into while it was parked on North
Washington Street in front of his university owned residence. The vehicle was
entered by breaking the passenger side window and an in-dash stereo and several
compact discs were taken.

CONT. FROM PAGE I

1095

MARK DELBRUECK
TRAVIS HANCOCK
VINCE GHIRINGHELLI

Technical Services reported the theft of a Dell computer tower from McIntyre
103. The computer was discovered taken from a podium in the room.

A resident of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity reported discovering his room
window broken when he returned from the Thanksgiving break. The window
appears to have been shot by a small BB or pellet.

are part of the wealthy, middle
and low classes. Out of the participants we had, only three were
able to eat at the table and the majority were on the floor; however
there were a few who sat in chairs
and were given rice and beans,"
Beardsley-Schoonmaker said.
This experience had a strong
impact on participants by providing them with a tangible way
to confront the issue of social
justice and food distribution.
"This is an activity that really fit into the message of Hunger Week because it is a visual
representation of the hunger
crisis throughout the world,"
Beardsley - Schoonmaker
said.
Besides activities on campus,
the organizers of Hunger Week
coordinated service opportunities around Tacoma, allowing
students to participate directly
in efforts to relieve hunger is-
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Please contact Security Services during business hours if you need to make arrangements to leave your vehicle on-campus during the up-coming semester
break. You must register your vehicle specifically for break parking and park in
the Wheelock Student Center lot. The university will make a reasonable effort to
secure your vehicle, but is not responsible for theft or damage. Please call Security
at 253.879.3311.

Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Sem:7'# Services
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the closeproximity of the
Inductively Coupled Plas"HEY YOU," sometimes ma under consistent radio
you win the race, some- frequency, but when I'm
times you get cheated around you baby, its hotter
on by your girlfriend of than the surface of the sun.
6 years and end up get"HEY YOU," I would
ting drunk and yelling obscenities at passing cars. trust her if I were you.
That was a rough night.
"HEY
YOU,"
it's
a
good year.
"HEY YOU," brown been
haired senior, maybe its just
a huge signal/noise ratio.

•

•

7
Wanna submit a Hey
You? Email trailheyyou@
ups.edu or put one in the
box in the cellar.
Rules:
No reference to
drug or alcohol use
No references to
identifiable people
No excessive use
of foul language

"HEY YOU," Humans
are NOT supposed to be
ORANGE!
"HEY YOU," Kappa Kai
means blocking greatests
with your face.
"HEY YOU," hot chocolate with a shot, it's called
a Mocha. By the way, your
hair is AWFUL.
"HEY YOU," washed up
hipster girls, do you eat
anything but raw spinach.
"HEY YOU," history paper, die a thousand deaths
111 in hell.
"HEY YOU," dude from
English class, group projects count as work too, we
can't be fully productive
without everyone there.
"HEY YOU," security
patrol with the long hair,
you know I like a woman
in uniform.
"HEY YOU," dishes are
like boyfriend, no one else
should be doing yours.
Please clean up after yourself.
"HEY YOU," SUB,
would it be so hard to have
at least some halfway decent food on the weekend.
"HEY YOU," please stop
writing random things on
our whiteboard after we've
expressly asked you to
stop.
"HEY YOU," you are far
superior.
"HEY YOU," person who
wrote the hey you about seceding...you spelled secede
wrong.

"HEY YOU," lets get sexual soon in your basement
jungle sexy blondie.
"HEY YOU," with the
abnormally large big toes, I
think you're pretty great.
"HEY YOU," tool who
took our broom, bring it
back or we will end you.
"HEY YO U," I'm really
enjoying our Friday night
makeout sessions, lets
make them a regular thing,
yeah?

9

"HEY YOU," girl in the
flannel, I'd like to open my
huge wreath and bite you
with my teeth.

"HEY YOU," its too close
for comfort. Oh wait, no
its not! Disturbia, you
rocked it.
"HEY YOU," group leader, stop trying to pet me
above the waist. On a scale
of 1-11, I'm extremely uncomfortable with that.
"HEY YOU," Mr. Knowit-all in Japanese, if its a
fight you want, just say so
instead of trying to find my
mistakes. I m not making
any.

7

6

8

3

1

5

8

4

"HEY YOU," Freshman,
boobs aren't on necks.

3

5

5
9

"HEY YOU," foxy redhead lesbian, you light my
fire.

9

3
6 5

7 5
4

_,

Level: Not American
Hint: Love it or leave it

New Summit: Alert
Work is currently underway on an upgrade to the Summit
catalog, which allows you to request materials from other
regional academic libraries. As we migrate to the new
system, you will notice two important changes.

"HEY YOU," the bears
are out and it's hunting
season.

- All materials checked out or renewed November 21 - 30
must be returned by December 12.
- Beginning December 1, material checked out in Summit
will have a 6 week loan period with no renewals.

"HEY YOU," sexy frosh
boy, just because you're hot
is no reason to act like you
own the school. You are
missing out on some hot
sophomore booty.

To learn more, go to http://www.ups.edu/x3o387.xm1.
The new Summit catalog will be fully installed by the end
of 2008. Here are some changes you need to know:
The new and improved Summit catalog will make it easier for you
to find the items you're looking for. With one search, the new
Summit catalog will present results from the collections of the
Orbis Cascade Alliances member institutions in Oregon and
Washington, followed by results from libraries around the world:
in all, more than 107 million records for books and other materials.
To learn more, read the FAQ on the new Summit catalog

"HEY YOU," sexy violin
girl, I'm shipping out to
space camp in the morning. How about one night
of elbowy, short-lived sex.
I wanna take you to the
moon.

"HEY YOU," curly chem
boy, why don't we go back
to my room and shim and
lock until our sample has

2
1

"HEY YOU," S TO P !
Now walk it out.

lot.

2

4

2

"HEY YOU," I need a
"HEY YOU," with the kidney.
white headband, care to
get bi-curious in the city of
"HEY YOU," with the vewonders ?
lour pants, I'm gonna miss
you and your cat naps next
"HEY YOU," Cellar, I semester. ME-OW!
wanna punch the robot
over...REAL BAD.
"HEY YOU," SUB bathroom, toilet seat covers by
"HEY YOU," Kappa Kai 2012!
means being the hairiest
land shark.
"HEY YOU," violin girl,
I hope you are better by the
"HEY YOU," fat and stu- sketch show. I hear yelling
pid suitemates, I love you a really loudly does the trick.
"HEY YOU," frat boy dating the Freshman girl, she really digs the bandanas.

3

"HEY YOU," thanks for
all the TLC when I was
deathly ill last week. Y'all
are the best friends ever!

"HEY YOU," big table
"HEY YOU," choreogra- study buddies, now that
phers, next time try steal- you guys have seen my
ing a smaller portion of soulja boy moves and my
uncontrollable bladder, I
your dance from youtube.
hold you dear in my heart.
"HEY YOU," tune hookup study, why didn't you
"HEY YOU," I like lickclarify if we were giving or ing tables because you get
upset when I do it.
receiving oral pleasure.
"HEY YOU," get better
damn it! Not being able to
kiss you because of a stupid
sore throat sucks.

7
9

NW
Renton/Seattle/Kirkland app
Brown Eyed Egg Doner Needed
Couple is seeking a healthy non-smoking Caucasian woman 20'/. -29 years old
to be their egg donor. Brown or hazel eyes, dark brown hair, 5'5" or taller.
Athletic ability a plus. Must have car. Appts. in Renton. $5,000 compensation.
Contact Sharon at nwfertility@msn.com 206-285-4855.

206-285-4855 nwfertility@msn.com
,,g4,:mlA„, . ,,.::::::A::,,,,nmm„wwo:.,,ism,n„wasymonmsigr.„:, ............ ,ww.,,,mwmws..4n,
,.
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LAPTOP LOCKS AVAILABLE FOR CHECKOUT 14,
Bringing your laptop to the library?

„: Protect your laptop from theft by checking out a lock at the Circulation
4:

v
...:,

-:-, Desk on the main floor. It's as easy to use as a bicycle lock. Don't leave
i
your laptop unattended, even for a short time - it takes only seconds for -4
ffe
someone to steal it!
For more information, see our library news pa ge:
http://www.ups.edu/x28594.xml or call us: 253.879.3669
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Pop culture and culinary art On reading period •
LISA GRISWOLD
OPINIONS WRITER

Rachael Ray has become
household name. Recognizable
by most people for her Food
Network cooking show, "30
Minute Meals", she has risen to
stardom without any real culinary trainil. With an "anyone can do it attitude coupled
with endless pizzazz and creation of words like "EVOO"
(extra-virgin olive oil), she has
transformed herself into one of
the key players in launching the
culinary arts into pop culture.
In the past five years, cooking has been absolutely revolutionized. Just two decades
ago, cooking remained in the
shadows. Yes, there were always
shows on the television to be
watched and cookbooks to be
read, but never was cooking glorified and idealized the way it is
today. The best you could have
found would have been Martha
Stewart, with her strict attitude;
or Julia Child, with her high resounding voice telling you the
way a dish should be prepared.
Nowadays, cooking has morphed into the realm known as
culinary arts. No longer does
cooking have a negative connotation. It is now a hip trade
that has taken off in all media
forms. Shaped originally by
the organic movement of the
1970s, this higher emphasis on
food and its preparation moved
towards variety and quality.
The largest influence seems
to be the more recent Food
Network television channel
since its inception in 1993. An
entire channel devoted to the
culinary arts and its relation
to travel, history and competition has come to infiltrate just
about every aspect of our lives.
Why has this trend occurred?
One of the main reasons is the
shift away from cooking as a role
strictly for women. Considering
the 1950s, the female was the
absolute maker of meals. The
male was seldom known to enter
the kitchen realm because of the
preoccupation with his own role

ofworking to support the family.
Ultimately, cooking was
known to be a task that appeared to require little intuition
or creative will. Nowadays, the
playing field has leveled and
cooking is a hobby and a career
that encompasses men. Food
Network's own masculine chefs,
Bobby Flay, Mario Batali and Alton Brown have swept the previously feminine field by acting as
successful and stylish examples
of men within the culinary field.
Another reason why cooking
has attained monumental status
seems to be the vast availability of ingredients at the present.
During the 1950s and into the
1970s, our nation's food "revelations" were canned goods and
processed, ready-made items
which give evidence to the unappealing and uninspiring nature
of cooking compared to today.
The congealed Jello pudding
with floating fruit pieces and
the green bean casserole with
canned mushroom soup dumped
on top were the "innovative"
delicacies of the time. Today,
the availability of ingredients is
innumerable, no less the types
and quality of ingredients on
the market. Chefs now introduce us to black truffles, star
fruit and special vanilla from
Madagascar that give cooking a
flair of intrigue and the exotic.
A third reason is that cooking
is, for the most part, not considered a chore anymore; rather,
it is an art form that requires
individual attention and innovation. Cooking with its more
stylized definition, the culinary
arts, is a place that holds no
boundaries. "Mix this with that"
and "add a little more or a little
less" is the absolutely creative
process that is culinary arts.
The main idea: be subversive.
Chefs like Rachael Ray and
Giada De Laurentiis decry classical cooking and tell you to
fudge a recipe however you may
like it. They even admit their
kitchen foibles to you over the
course of their shows and give
credit to the fact that formal
training is unnecessary. And
this is what Food Network does

nals schedule is different, everyone uses his or her "Get Out of
Study Free" card on a different
I know for a fact that you can day. Hence, at any given point
have too much of a good thing. in Reading Period and Finals
Chocolate mousse is a perfect week, people will be letting off
example of this. Lately, I have steam in some irritating way
been pondering if perhaps one while other people are trying
of our oldest and most sacred to study. From my experience,
UPS traditions might be a bit the "Quiet Hours ' rule is not
overdone: Reading Period. closely -followed by any means.
The length of Reading PeriBefore I am stabbed for even
suggesting this, let me say that od—a whole four days—gives it
I love Reading Period. Getting more a feeling of a vacation than
the break after a long and trying a time to study. While in theory
semester is a relief in so many the break between classes and
ways. I love to sit back, grab finals is a nice idea, four days is
some trashy novel that I could just enough time to lull students
not read all semester because of into a sense of relaxation and is
Cervantes, and just...wait. Read- the last quality time they will be
ing Period is the calm before the able to spend with friends before
a month-long
storm. Readbreak.
Just
ing Period is
The length of Reading
when you
the weekend
before finals. Period—a whole four days— thought the
fun could not
As much as
gives it more a feeling of a
end, it is SunI love relaxday night and
vacation.
ing, that
you
realize
is not the
that you have
purpose of
Reading
Period. a week you probably should
There is a school of thought have been preparing for ahead
that says the more time you of you. I think that most UPS
have to do something, the less students have fairly good study
inclined you are to do it. That habits, but everyone is human.
Rather than having a fouris the theory that inspired National Novel Writing Month day weekend, I think it would
to be in November, considered be better to have a three-day
one of the busiest months of weekend the week before fithe year. Most people (espe- nals—making Reading Period
cially students) have more free a three-day weekend as well.
time in the summer months, so That way, people would use the
June or July would appear to be shorter time more efficiently.
a better month. However, the Some classes have final projects
theory is that if you only have due the last day of class, too, so
a limited amount of time to do it would give them time to work
something, you will more care- on those. It would almost be
fully use the allocated time. two mini Reading Periods. One
Invariably, there are always less day between classes and fipeople who use Reading Pe- nals would also be a less jarring
riod for a short trip. Presum- transition for those with Monably these people have late or day finals to look forward to.
Of course, in a theoretical
light finals and know what
they are doing, but the major- world where that happened,
ity of students who stay are I would probably just end up
not studying the entire time. being irritated that we did
It would be difficult for any- not get our four-day break.
one to just study for four days But, I think Reading Period's
straight. Basically, Reading Pe- intended purpose would be
riod has one built-in goof-off fulfilled more to the letter.
Isabelle thinks it time to study.
day. But since every student's fiISABELLE EYRE

OPINIONS WRITER
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Top Chef: Many such shows turn
the ordinary chore of cooking into
an exciting event.

best, it makes the culinary arts
relatable to everyone. With
shows ranging from a program
for beginners, "How to Boil
Water", to a series for a specific
trade, "Everyday Italian the
Food Network has masterfully
made cooking achievable be all.
Even more so, the Food Network has shown us that culinary arts are what all the cool
kids are doing. Food Network
chefs are influential figures that
are not only successful in their
trade, but also get to travel internationally and design the
ideal kitchen accoutrements for
the mass market. These chefs
lead their lives with so much
style and swagger and then
show us how to do it ourselves.
And so I say to you, take this
developing trend of cooking and
run with it. The culinary arts
do not require conformity or a
bad case of your grandmother's
tuna casserole. Cooking is the
ultimate creative art and the
best part is: you get to eat your
masterpiece when it is complete.
Search for a recipe on Google
or log onto Food Network's site
at www.foodnetwork.com to
search around for a recipe that
fits your style and bask in the
glory that is homemade food.
Lisa is afirm believer in the classics like Betty Crocker.

Black Friday: U.S. consumerism has gone too far
M.

LAWRENCE

OPINIONS WRITER

" Walmart Employee Trampled to Death," read an article
that appeared partway through
Black Friday. This event paired
with the shooting at Toys-R-Us
reaffirms for me the absurdity
of how rampant consumerism
has become in this country.
Early Friday morning, a Rhode
Island Walmart Employee was
trampled to death by a crowd that
pressed upon and burst through
the glass doors an hour before
the store was scheduled to open.
The store in question was
scheduled to open early as it
was, keeping with the tradition of Black Friday. On this
day, stores traditionally put
on extreme sales events with
"door buster" deals to kick off
the holiday shopping season.

Across the country, people camp out or wake up absurdly early to get to the
sales, many of which are limited by time or quantity.
This behavior has always
seemed insane to me. While
I understand the desire to get
good deals, the hype and frenetic crowds have rendered the possibility extremely un-appealing.
Additionally, I cannot comprehend why all of these deals
need to be crammed into one
morning. I cannot imagine that
the experience is remotely enjoyable and suspect that it is
taking your life in your hands
to participate in the ritual.
This year, however, the day
went from absurd to down right
dangerous, and the meaning of
a "door buster" deal changed.
The "door busting" part of the
deal became all too literal in

Today in
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the case of the one Walmart
employee who "gave his life for
black Friday." I find that this
is a sign of the unhealthy and
disturbing hold that consumerism has gained over America.
To begin with, in an effort to
bolster sales, stores participate in
the day in hopes that people will
respond accordingly. This is exactly what happens. People buy
things, because they are cheap or
a "good deal," which they would
not otherwise have considered.
Just because somethingis cheap
does not make it useful. However, Americans have become
so obsessed with money that it
seems to have become more important that something be cheap
than that it have any literal value.
To add to this obsession,
the fact that our economy is
in extremely poor standing
has led Americans to become

even more fixated on money.
With this in mind, stores
are rumored to have come up
with especially good deals.
While this does not seem to
have increased sales over previous Black Fridays, the hype
did more damage than usual.
Money has taken an irrational hold on Americans, and at
least on Black Friday, the need
to save money rendered social
norms mute. The mob mentality that develops in crowds
and makes people behave in
ways they otherwise would not
took hold and pushed people
through the doors of Walmart.
I do not care how big a "door
buster" deal it is; nothing is a
good enough deal to kill someone over. Furthermore, I find it
disgusting that in their search
for good deals, the crowd could
not wait like civilized human

tudent volunteer groups formed and
classes were dismissed as the 100,000
volume library move is undertaken. The
"Big Push" (as the move was called) to
Everill Collins Memorial Library ended the
library's existence in the Jones Hall quarters.

1961
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beings for the store to open. Instead, they busted open the door
like a herd of animals and actually trampled someone to death.
If people cannot be trusted
to comport themselves like human beings, they should not
be allowed to hold and spend
money like human beings.
I think it is clear that Black
Friday blurs the distinction
between human beings and
animals, turning some of us
into creatures of instinct who
cannot control themselves.
It is for this reason that I would
argue Black Friday should be
abolished and replaced by a more
civilized shopping tradition under which human beings can
maintain their dignity and decency, and in which "door buster" can remain only a descriptive word for a really good sale.
Meredith didn't shop that day.

he Tacoma News Tribune published an article saying a UPS
student jumped off the Tacoma
Narrows Bridge. The Trail reports
the article to be false, and the student was out getting some air.
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Passing Prop 8 about more than just gay marriage
California's reputation as one
of the more liberal and progresOPINIONS WRITER
sive states in the country, I was
The 2008 election brought shocked that such a proposition
undeniable change that we can actually passed, and I know I
be proud of in this country. We am not alone in this sentiment.
While supporters of Prop 8
elected our first black president
and changed the direction of duke it out with protestors and
this country by giving Demo- the so-called war over our "core
crats a wide majority in both values," I find myself seeing the
issue from
houses of
a
more
Congress.
Ignoring personal sentiment
impartial,
Election
analytinight was for or against the tenets of Prop
cal perone big
8, what we are faced with is a
spective.
celebraIgnortion across
frightening display of governing perthenation:
ment interfering heavily in the
sonal senin homes
timent for
and in city
personal lives of its people.
or against
streets you
the tenets
could feel
the significance of the moment. of Prop 8, what we are faced
The outcome really spoke to with is a frightening display
the fact that Americans want a of government interfering
new direction for their country. heavily in the personal lives
Given the national trend, re- of its people, denying certain
sults in California came out of rights to a minority group that
left field. My home state went are enjoyed by the majority.
In my mind, there is no need
blue of course, and while it
passed a progressive proposi- to identify or even label this
tion to improve living condi- group: Gay, Straight, Black,
tions for farm animals fated for White, Green—it simply does
our kitchen, it simultaneously not matter. The mere fact that
passed Prop 8, which effectively an amendment to a state conbans gay marriage. Considering stitution was passed to deny
LAUREN BAGBY

rights to any group, no matter how small or large, is cause
enough for serious concern.
Many Americans feel distanced from this struggle.
Most are straight and cannot
identify with either side of the
issue, or do not feel strongly
enough to voice an opinion
one way or the other. I understand that gay marriage is not a
cause close to everyone's heart.
In all honesty, it is not a
cause that I focus on extensively myself, but there are political, judicial and moral implications inherent in the gay
marriage issue and in Prop 8 s
message that cannot afford to
be ignored by any American.
Instead of conceptualizing
the contestation to Prop 8 s
passing as a fight for gay marriage specifically, it should be
understood and promoted in
its greater political and legal
context to attract the support of more Americans who
as of yet cannot see how the
issue affects them personally.
Opposing the passing of
Prop 8 is to oppose the kind of
disturbing mentality of those
who welcome the government
inserting itself into our daily
lives, telling certain individu-

als that they in fact do not
have equal rights under the
law. If feverous constituencies
can rally enough support to
amend a state s constitution
in this way, where does it end?
As we have seen in California, it is not very difficult to
spin a message that plays off
people's fears to garner support for the suppression of-a
minority group. The entire
history of humanity, is dotted
with this same kind of power
struggle, wherein majorities
are frightened and seemingly
threatened by alternative or
"different" groups of individuals and proceed to hold down
these minority groups to ensure the unchallenged survival
of their ideals or way of life.
America, itself, is one of the
best surviving examples of this
struggle. I am, in essence, an
optimist, and know that the
general trend of our country is a
progressive one, but the passage
of Prop 8, in California no less,
is a frustrating step backwards.
I am beginning to think that
people are correct when they
describe the gay marriage issue
as a battle over American values.
To me, it is clearly a struggle
between those who value our

nation's constitutional ideals.
Ideals that protect us from a tyrannical majority and provide
citizens equal rights under the
law, versus those who value turning the denial of rights to other
American citizens into law.
If we really want to protect marriage, a proposition
should be initiated to outlaw divorce, a plague that has
surely destroyed the value
and meaning of marriage far
more effectively than could
any loving homosexual couple.
So to those who consider
themselves to be unaffected by
the passing of Prop 8 and resist
forming an opinion one way or
another: we need to take a step
back from the emotional battleground and realize that this is
actually not about gay marriage.
This is about a group of fellow Americans that are being
told by our government and
by a large chunk of its people
that they are inferior and do
not deserve to enjoy the same
rights as the rest of us. When
examined in this way, it is no
longer possible to be an American and remain apathetic.
Lauren is disappointed in California.

s An argument for alternative and its influence
WALT MITCHELL
OPINIONS WRITER

1111

The other day, I found myself in the basement apartment of a monk, receiving
my punk rock education.
On one wall, the so-called
"Wall of Virtue", hangs portraits of celebrated orthodox Saints. Tired Russian
eyes gaze at me from behind
bushy,
gray-black
beards.
The wall opposite he calls
the "Wall of Sinners", and it is
donned with portraits of a different kind. Al Capone fires off
rounds with a snarl, Madonna
walks naked down the roadside,
thumb out, and shirtless Sid Vicious smokes a joint on his bed in
the Chelsea Hotel. To say a contrast is present could just be the
understatement of the century.
Sure, my host lived in a Grecian monastery for the better part of seven years, but
what can you say: the man
digs his counter-culture.
He hands me a glass and we
talk about a time when music
meant something. No, I do not
mean The Beatles, the Stones or
Buffalo Springfield. He tells me
of music that people had no idea
how to dance to, music years
ahead of its time—The Sex Pistols, The Ramones, The Clash.
What do I know about musical revolutions ? I was raised on
a healthy dose of boy bands and
divas, walked my high school
halls to the sound of assemblyline rap, whether I liked it or
not. My parents raised me right,
though: I was aware, if nothing
else, of past musical eras, of mu-
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sical revolutions and deviations.
Even so, music unlike anything
I had previously heard seemed
to me as implausible as an artist
painting a color I had never seen.
But this is exactly what these
bands did, and I am captivated.
We watch as The Ramones
perform at a Californian music festival to a crowd that
bobs its heads to music it does
not fully understand. These
kids are Beach Boys and Elvis
fans. The camera closes in on a
buff Californian, shirtless and
orange, sporting dreadfully
short, bright red shorts and
aviator sunglasses. The clueless individual is literally doing the Twist, as Joey Ramone
shouts "Teenage Lobotomy"
over a wall of sound. The irony
is surely lost on this sun-tanned
character, but not on me.
The Twist, for crying out loud.
These leather jacket-clad men
on stage, while not fully appreciated before their rise to stardom, changed the face of music. Before the iconic Ramones
logo graced millions of T-shirts
worldwide, these poor NYC
kids took music into their own
hands, and made something
that both drew and repulsed
people with its originality.
As I watch the concerts, utterly impressed, I realize that
this is exactly why my music
tastes are limited almost exclusively to "alternative" music: the undying possibility of
groundbreaking originality.
Contemporary music is an
ever-changing creature, a living thing, constantly evolving and taking on new shapes.

What could be more exciting than a sound your ears
have never heard, a beat or
melody that strikes you, unlike anything of the past ? Who
could know which particular
style might spark decades of
exploration and imitation?
That is music, then: heartfelt, original and somehow
pleasing expression, conveyed through melodies and
rhythm, silence and sound.
It is because of my subscription to this philosophy that I
cannot tolerate formulaic music. Once music takes on some
other goal—be it the quest for
money or fame, as taken on by
the artist or the sponsor. It fills
the space once held by a passion
for the creation of original art,
and the relevancy of the music
is lost. When a song is simply
the pouring of time and energy
into some prefabricated mold, a
mold proved to be fiscally successful in the past, I find the
product dry and lacking flavor.
I will admit a guilty pleasure or two. Anyone who can
resist the unforgettable hooks
of Ms. Perry's Hot N Cold"
was not born on this earth, as
I see it. A key distinction must
be made, though, between
simple enjoyment of a sound
and- appreciation of an art.
As such, I must clarify I am
not discarding entire genres
merely due to their affiliation
with contemporary pop culture. While rap is most commonly known as the most
exploitive of genres, talented
and original wordsmiths exist in the field, and their work

ollowing the abrupt resignation of a former Editor1 in-Chief, numerous disgruntled letters from thencurrent Trail staff members were found in the EIC
desk explaining their reasons for quitting. Speculation
about the revolt led people to believe the EIC's resignation was due to disarray within the organization.
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The Sex Pistols: Not always danceable, their music
was original, innovative, and very much ahead of its time.
is not only extraordinarily impressive, but also extremely relevant to contemporary culture.
The passion is the thing. The
originality. The genre roughly
labeled as "alternative" represents this passion, this striving
for innovation. One can hardly
define the label, as it includes
almost all of the genres. The
one prerequisite, I believe, is a
unique sound. "Alternative" music is simply good music that one
does not hear on mainstream
radio, does not see on MTV.
The simple fact that the music would never be played on
the radio might just mean
that the music is bad. Sure,
every genre has its dreg.
The fact of the matter is, alternative music can be groundbreaking; it can be utterly unique
and catchy to boot. Regardless,
we are forced to search for this
kind of music ourselves, since

2004

it does not fit pre-established
molds, or is not backed by an
established entity or individual.
If one believes that musical appeal must be coupled
with originality, as I do, then
this search is well worth it.
As my punk-educator speaks
of his idols, his eyes light up,
and I can tell he could go on for
hours. A pop song does not do
this to people. Folks do not base
their lives and philosophies off
of the catchy rhymes of celebrities and formulaic superstars.
At least I certainly hope not.
Alternative is the future of
music, if music is to continue
pressing onward as it always
has. Without progression, there
is no music. And in the words of
Friedrich Nietzsche, "Life without music would be a mistake."
Walt enjoys his tunes and hopes
you do, too.

ews writer and former Editor-in-Chief BranN
don Lueken reports that since the September
11th attack, the international student population at
UPS has dropped dramatically. Between the fall of
2001 and the fall of 2003, the number of international students dropped from 69 to 25.
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Women's basketball finishes Redlands Tip-Off
1 1, trounces Warner Pacific Knights in Tacoma

S

•
CHRIS DUGOVICH
SPORTS WRITER

With the winter sports season moving into full swing,
the University of Puget Sound
women's basketball team has
kicked off their schedule with
two wins and two losses. The
Loggers traveled to California for the Redlands Tip-Off
Tournament on Nov. 21 losing to Chapman but leaving
with a victory over Redlands,
and before heading home
for Thanksgiving! the team
beat Warner Pacific 65 to 42.
In California, the Loggers
had a rough game against
the Chapman Panthers. The
Loggers started strong in
the game, taking a ten-point
lead on several occasions
throughout the first half.
The Panthers were able to
answer back, however, and
the team strung together a
series of scores before taking the lead with 30 seconds left to go in the period.
With just five seconds left in
the half, Senior Karen Chase
(Yakima, Wash.) scored taking the lead back for UPS, but
Lauren Kamiyama of Chapman drained a three-pointer at
the buzzer to give Chapman a
31-29 lead going into the half.

The Panthers continued to
build on their momentum into
the second period. Within four
minutes, the team had pushed
its lead into double-digits. The
Loggers wouldn't make up the
spread, losing the game 78-64.
Karen Chase led the Loggers
with 17 points, nine rebounds
and two blocks. Freshmen
Jocelyn Riordan (Lake Forest Park, Wash.) finished with
11 points, and Junior Claire
Ely (Walnut Creek, Calif.)
scored 10 points in the loss.
The second game tipped in
favor of the Loggers. Not only
did the team walk away with a
62-58 victory over Redlands,
but after scoring 29 points
in 31 minutes played, Karen
Chase was named MVP of
the Redlands Tip-off Classic.
It was a close battle between
the teams in the non-conference match with the Bulldogs
taking an early lead in the first
half. Redlands held a sevenpoint advantage before the Loggers stepped it up and took the
lead on a free-throw by Chase.
The Bulldogs were able to
tie the score up with 25 seconds left, but the Loggers
took the lead off a jumper by
Claire Ely (Walnut Creek,
Calif.) making the score 3028 heading into the half.

The Loggers came out roaring
in the second half, pushing their
lead up to ten points midway
through the period. Despite the
push from the Loggers, Redlands retook the lead with just
over three minutes remaining.
The Loggers didn't back
down and took the victory following a game winning basket
from -Karen Chase. The Loggers secured the win off of a
pair of free-throws from Andrea Edwards (Yakima, Wash.).
Tournament MVP Karen
Chase led the Loggers with a
game-high 29 points and six
rebounds. Chase was not the
only Logger to win tournament
honors. Claire Ely was named
to the All-Tournament team
after putting up 13 points.
On Nov. 25, the Loggers returned home to face off against
the Knights of Warner Pacific.
The Knights started off slow,
giving the Loggers the opportunity to take the lead early
in the first period. With the
cold-shooting from Warner
Pacific, the Loggers extended
their lead to 18 points before heading into half-time.
The second half proved
no different for the Knights.
The Loggers pushed their
lead to 31 points before settling for the 65-42 victory.
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Top: Freshman Jocelyn Riordan (Lake Forest Park, Wash.)
studies an opposing defense while looking for an opening.
Claire Ely led the Loggers
with 20 baskets. Chase had another strong performance ending the game with 15 points
and 11 rebounds. The Loggers were also aided by freshman Jocelyn Riordan (Lake

Forest Park, Wash.) who also
scored 15 points in the game.
The team will travel to Hayward, Californiaon Dec. 5 to face
off against Cal State East Bay.
Chris Dugovich is getting coal
for Christmas.

UPS men defeat Corban College Warriors 95-84

•

Hoopsters will now head to California to play in the County Bank Classic
BRIAN WALKER
SPORTS EDITOR

Prior to their road trip to
California, the UPS men's
basketball team made a stop
in Salem, Ore. to take on the
Corban Warriors. The Loggers came away with a 95-84
win over the Warriors, led
by Senior Forward Robert
Krauel (Phoenix, Ariz.) with
17 points and nine rebounds.
During the first half of play,
neither team was fully able to
grab momentum. With nine
minutes left in the quarter, a
pair of three-pointers by Junior
Bryce Levin (Everett, Wash.)
put the loggers up 25-17.
The Warriors were able
to recover and whittle the
lead back down to four.
Even then the score continued to fluctuate with
UPS maintaining the lead.
The half ended well for
the Loggers when a lay-up
by Junior Conner Gehring
(Port Orchard, Wash.) to
put UPS up 47 - 38, their
biggest lead of the half.
returned
When UPS
halftime,
they
from
had found their groove.
"We knew if we picked
up our intensity defensively
and on the boards, then we
would go on a run. We are a
very offense-oriented team
and if we play solid defense
and crash the boards, no one
can beat us: Gehring said.
Senior Forward Jason Foster (Spanaway, Wash.) started
the half with a whirlwind of

scoring, putting in six of his
total 16 points in the first two
minutes of second-half play.
Later, Foster would have a
soaring, home-crowd-silencing dunk to put UPS up 6955. The Loggers maintained
this dominance throughout
the half, leading numerous times by as many as 18.

"If we play solid defense
and crash the boards, no
one can beat us."
-Conner Gehring

It was only in the final four
minutes that Corban put together any sort ofrebuttal. Corban was led by the outstanding
performance of Sophomore

Guard Clay Martin who had
25 points for the Warriors.
In their last stand efforts, the
Warriors were able to shrink
the Loggers' lead to eleven
but it would not be enough.
When the last buzzer rang,
UPS had gotten the victory,
95-84, and moved to 3-0.
Puget Sound's success has
been due largely in part to their
dominance in a number of vital categories. In the first three
games of the season, the Loggers outscored their opponents
in points off turnovers, points
in paint, and bench points.
"Every person on our team
has the ability to play. A deep
bench provides a chance for
the entire team to stay fresh
and healthy throughout the

season and also makes us push
each other in practice because
we are constantly fighting
for playing time, Gehring
said, "we also have a really
good senior class that will
carry our team to a conference championship through
their knowledge of our system, their leadership, and

by teaching everyone else."
The Loggers would continue to rely on their fastbreak abilities, the strong
play of their forwards, and
their young bench in the
County Bank Classic in Turlock, Calif. on Nov. 28-9.
Brian Walker is making a list
and checking it twice.

Senior Post Karen Chase
(Yakima, Wash.) is currently
the leading scorer for the
University of Puget Sound
women's basketball team.
The Loggers' recent tournament in Redlands, Calif.
gave Chase a real opportunity to showcase her worth.
In the first game against the
Chapman Panthers, Chase
had 17 points and nine rebounds. She followed this
performance with a stunning
29-point explosion the following game against the Redlands
Bulldogs in only 31 minutes.
For her two outstanding
performances at the Redlands Tip-Off, Chase was
named Tournament MVP.
When the Loggers returned home to play the Warner Pacific Knights, Chase
was at it again. UPS was
able to defeat the Knights
thanks in part to the doubledouble that Chase contributed by scoring 15 points
and grabbing 11 rebounds.
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UPS swimming continues season in usual style
•
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Junior Jackson Kowalski (Keizer, Ore.) currently has a top
ten fastest time in eleven different races, including five first
place times in the 50,75,100,200 yard back and the 100 fly.
KYRA FRIEDELL

SPORTS WRITER
The UPS Logger's swim team
placed second for both men and
women last weekend Nov. 21-22.
The Loggers spent their weekend
at the Northwest Invitational
hosted at the Whitworth Aquatic
Center in Spokane, Wash. The
Whitworth Pirates have been
the reigning Northwest Confer-

ence Men's Champions since
2003 with Linfield and UPS vying for second and third most
years. With the exception of
last year, the Logger's Women's
team has been the Northwest
Conference Women's Champions since 1997. The Northwest
Invitational was the first weekend of two collective meets in
which the Loggers will compete.
The Northwest Invitational

2008, hosted by Whitworth,
brought together College of the
Idaho and Cal State East Bay,
as well as all eight Northwest
Conference teams. The preliminaries lasted all day Saturday,
beginning at 9:30 a.m. and ending late in the afternoon. Swimming multiple events in a day
is often one of the most trying
parts of the day for the swimmers.
"The hardest part for me would
probably just have to swim really hard and fast twice in one
day and getting back to the hotel at like ten o'clock and not
getting that much sleep so you
just get really tired by the second or third day," said Freshman
Maggie Smith (St. Paul, Minn.).
After the first day of the invitational, the Loggers took first place
in three events. The wins helped
launch them to a well-earned second place, an impressive position
based on the highly competitive
nature of both the Northwest
Conference's history and stats.
The first of three wins came
from Freshman Sierra Phillips
(Cottonwood Heights, Utah).
Phillips not only took first but
was the only swimmer competing
in her event to race the Women s

100 Breaststroke in under 1:10.00
with a time of 1:09.70. Phillips also swam two other events
in the finals: the Women's 200
yard IM and the Women's 200
yard medley relay. She took first
for Puget Sound in the 200 yard
IM and fifth overall at 2:25.14.
Phillips was followed closely by
Smith who placed seventh in the
final round. Phillips also raced
the Women's 200 yard medley
relay with Sophomore Jessie Kuwada (Bellevue, Wash.), Junior
Elizabeth MacAfee (Los Gatos,
Cali.), and Junior Hally Roberts (Boulder, Colo.). The team
placed second in the 'A' Cut Division with a time of 1:54.59.
Junior Jackson Kowalski
(Keizer, Ore.) and Senior Garrett Gentling (Shoreline, Wash.)
placed first and second for the
tenth event of the invitational,
the Men's 200 back. In their commanding one-two finish Kowalski
and Gentling completed the race
in 53.95 seconds and 54.69 seconds respectively, earning the second of three first-place finishes for
the Loggers. Kowalski and Gending's impressive finishes scored
a total of 48 points for UPS; the
two teammates successfully im-

pelled each other to complete the
event in fewer than 55 seconds.
The men's and women's 400
medley relay teams performed
well, with the women placing
third in the event. The men took
home the final of the Logger's
first place finishes for the weekend. 'Ihe Puget Sound men's team
swam the relay in 3:38.01 for a win
against the Pacific Lutheran Lutes.
The Men's team earned a total
of 754. Their score put them at
second behind Whitworth with
993 and ahead of Pacific Lutheran with 655 points. The Women's team also placed second with
a final score of 720 points, following Whitworth and beating
out Lewis and Clark's 675 points.
Coach Chris Myhre has headed
up an incredible athletic program
for the past twelve years. It looks
as though the Logger's swim
team will be able to uphold his
pristine reputation in the 200809 season. After a much needed
Thanksgiving break, a group of
select swimmers will compete
in the Husky Invitational next
weekend, Dec. 4-6 at the Weyerhaeuser King County Aquatic
Center in Federal Way, Wash.
Kyra Friedell is decking the halls

Logger basketball keeps undefeated streak rolling
DAVID SKOLNIK

SPORTS WRITER
The Logger men's basketball
team continued their strong start
to the 2008-09 season on Friday
night, Nov. 28, in the opening
game of the County Bank Classic. The Loggers rolled to a 7664 victory over the Dominican
(Calif.) Penguins at Cal State
Stanislaus in Turlock, California.
The Loggers got off to an
uncharacteristically slow start
against the Penguins. They shot
under 40% over the first ten minutes of the game but were able to
hold a slight lead midway through
the half thanks to defensive pressure that caused nine turnovers.
The Logger shooters started
to heat up as the half came to a
close and the pressure continued to disrupt the Penguin offense. The Loggers held a 37-27
lead at the end of the period.
UPS used the halftime break to
emphasize the importance of rebounding and the team took it to
heart. The Loggers worked hard
to keep Dominican off the glass

and their lead grew. The margin
got as high as twenty with under
four minutes remaining in the
game. Dominican worked hard
to come back but their best efforts weren't enough as the Loggers held on for the 76-64 victory.
Puget Sound was lead in scoring by Senior Forward Robert
Krauel (Phoenix, Ariz.) who
put up 16 points to go with 6
rebounds. Senior Forward Jason
Foster (Spanaway, Wash.) added
13 points and a couple of blocks
while Junior Forward Austin
Boyce (Kent, Wash.) was the
third Logger to finish in double
figures, notching 12 points. The
Loggers dominated the glass on
both ends of the court, grabbing
45 rebounds, including 19 on the
offensive end. The Logger bench
players outscored the UCSC
bench 25-11 on the night.
UPS won their fourth game of
the season 82-70 over Cal Maritime on Saturday, Nov. 29 in
their second game at the County
Bank Classic in Turlock, Calif
The Loggers came out of the
locker room hot, using their
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up-tempo offense and another
strong rebounding effort to
convert a number of second
chance opportunities early. The
Keekhaulers struggled with
fouls early but their shooting
kept them in the game as they
made seven of their first nine attempts. They rode their hot start
to a 39-37 lead heading into
halftime. Senior Forward Jason
Foster (Spanaway, Wash.) had
11 points for UPS while Senior
Forward Robert Krauel (Phoenix, Ariz.) grabbed six rebounds.
In the second half the Keelhaulers pushed the lead as high
as nine but the Loggers fought
back, taking the lead for the first
time in the half when Senior
Guard Antwan Williams (Portland, Ore.) sunk a three-pointer
with four minutes remaining.
UPS rode the momentum from
that shot and closed the game
on a 23-2 run to win 82-70.
Foster lead the Loggers in
scoring with 29 points, and Williams added 14. Krauel lead
the team in rebounding with
eight. The Loggers pulled col-

lected 34 rebounds on the night
and the bench had another
strong showing outscoring the
Cal Maritime reserves 24-9.
Perhaps the most impressive
aspect of the Loggers tournament dominance was the play of
their bench. The Logger reserves
played an enormous role in both
Logger victories. The fast paced,
pressing style of play that has become Puget Sounds' calling card
depends on depth. "It would be
virtually impossible to play the
pressuring, up-tempo style of
basketball that we prefer here at
UPS without the kind of depth
that we have," said Junior Guard
Colin Koach (Portland, Ore.)
The Logger style of basketball is exhausting for its players but even more exhausting
for opponents as they try to
figure out where the next defender is going to fly in from.
The strong play off the bench
is a luxury that allows the Logger
starters to get their much needed
breathers throughout the game.
"The reality is that most of the
guys coming off our bench would
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Junior Forward Austin Boyce (Kent, Wash.) dishes Senior Antwan Williams (Portland, Ore.) drives
off an underhand pass to another open teammate.
by multiple defenders on his way to the basket.

be starting on almost any team
that we will play throughout
the course of the season. When
you have a second unit that can
go out there and more than
hold their own against the other
team's starters it builds a great
amount of trust," said Krauel.
By the end of the tournament,
the Logger bench had outscored the reserves from both
teams by a total score of 49-20.
While most of the attention and praise goes to the
stars, and they deserve every bit of it, the players corning off the bench have been
the driving force behind the
Loggers 4-0 start this season.
"Without a doubt our depth
is one of our greatest strengths,
we can wear out the other team's
starters out without having any
drop off when our bench gets in
the game. Our style of pray depends on a true team effort, and
when we all move as one, we are
very hard to beat," said Koach.
David Skolnik looking forward
to eight crazy nights.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/WESTLEY DANG

Junior Forward Bryce Levin (Everett, Wash.)
shoots the longball in front of the Logger bench.
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Remembering good
will through the
CELEBRATION FEASTS holiday season

GOOD WILL AND CH ER
L LIGHTER TRADITION
HOLLY FRIEND WINTER
TINSEL GIVING SN
INSPIRATIO

FEELING

Whether you live in Florida or Washington, being away at
college makes going home for the holidays even sweeter. Here are five tips that will make your break better still.

Decorate
IT CAN BE HARD TO DECORATE WHEN YOU'RE LIVING IN A DORM OR ON A STUDENT BUDGET, BUT
THERE ARE STILL WAYS TO GET IN THE SPIRIT. BUY CHRISTMAS LIGHTS TO PUT UP IN YOUR DORM ROOM.
FAKE MINIATURE CHRISTMAS TREES AND MENORAHS ALSO FIT NICELY ON TOP OF A BOOKSHELF. EVEN
AN OLD-FASHIONED PAPER CHAIN WILL BRIGHTEN YOUR ROOM.

Treat yourself
IT IS THE SEASON OF GIVING, AFTER ALL. ALLOW YOURSELF TO INDULGE IN A FAVORITE OUTING, PASTTIME OR PURCHASE. WHETHER IT'S BAKING AND EATING) A DECADENT CHOCOLATE CAKE, BUYING
SOME NEW CLOTHES OR SIMPLY RELAXING WITH YOUR IPOD AND A BOOK, THE HOLIDAYS ARE A TIME
FOR DESTRESSING, SO DO SOMETHING FOR YOURSELF.

Destress
IT'S CALLED A BREAK FOR A REASON, AND WE ALL NEED ONE. WE HAVE A GLORIOUS MONTH AWAY
FROM SCHOOLWORK, BOOKS AND ESSAYS, SO DON'T STRESS YOURSELF OUT OVER OTHER THINGS. TAKE
TIME TO HANG OUT WITH FRIENDS, WORK ON HOBBIES, OBSERVE HOLIDAY TRADITIONS WITH YOUR FAMILY AND JUST RELAX. COME BACK TO SCHOOL REJUVENATED AND READY FOR THE SECOND SEMESTER.
OTHERWISE, YOU BE COUNTING THE DAYS TILL SPRING BREAK BEFORE YOU'RE EVEN OFF THE PLANE
BACK.

Reconnect
THE HOLIDAYS ARE A GREAT TIME TO RECONNECT WITH PEOPLE. YEAH, YOU HAVE THE CUSTOMARY
PHONE CALL TO GRANDMA ONCE EVERY COUPLE OF MONTHS, BUT IT WOULD BE NICE-- FOR BOTH
OF YOU-- TO SPEND SOME QUALITY TIME CATCHING UP. IT'S EASY TO FORGET TO COMMUNICATE WITH

BY CASEY WHITLATCH

FEATURES WRITER
Sometimes, in our hurry to
finish the semester and transition to a month back at home,
we tend to forget about the less
materialistic, deeper significance of this time of year: good
will. Spreading cheer is pretty
easy in Tacoma as it has many
opportunities for volunteering. Here are three examples of
ways to continue the good will
of this holiday season when you
come back for Spring semester.

have heard that they need many
people for Saturdays. So, if
you can fill a soda cup or pop- S
corn bag, take tickets or pick
up garbage, this might be the
volunteering job for you. It
comes with benefits, too, like
free movie passes and the occasional pre-screening. Oh, yeah,
and you will be helping expose •
the community to film as art.
http://www.grandcinema.
com/
Click on "Giving and Volunteering" in the Navigation Bar.
Animal centric
S
he Pierce County Humane Society is a good
choice for you if you
are interested in helping save
the lives of animals. Their program begins with a largegroup
orientation (held monthly) and
then an application process.
Once your application is in and
you have completed your training (the Humane Society splits
their volunteers into groups
like Cat Matchmaker, Dog
Matchmaker and Bath Brigade),
you can start figuring out your •
schedule. It is the volunteer s job
to get to know the animals and
help people find a pet that will
be the perfect match. As volunteers move up in levels, they are
given more opportunities to interact with the animals directly.
Many people find animal shelters to be difficult to deal with
emotionally. If you feel this
way, but would still like to help
Tacoma's animals, maybe fostering is right for you. As a foster
parent, you provide a temporary home (the length of time
depends on the situation, some
dogs get fostered for a weekend
to give them a break from the
kennel) for animals while you
help them find a permanent
home. All sorts of animals need
fostering, and if your living situation allows it, I recommend it.
More information about fostering can be found on the Humane Society's volunteer page.
Interested in adoption? The
website lets you take a look
at who is available before
you head over to the shelter.
http : / / thehumanesociety.
org/
Click on "Volunteer" in the
Side Navigation Bar under "Get
Involved.'
It is the time of year when
most people think about giving
back. But, because most ofus are
scampering off for the holidays,
hold onto that feeling and bring
it back with you in the spring.
Leave your mark on Tacoma:
get out and make a difference.
-

Anthropocentric
t. Joseph Medical Center
(a part of the Franciscan
Health System) is one
of Tacoma's several hospitals.
It is near downtown and has a
wonderful volunteer program
that many UPS students take
advantage of. If you are interested in going into the medical field, volunteering here can
open many doors and give you
an idea of what different types
of medical professions are like.
St. Joe's volunteers get to interact with the community and
hospital professionals, so there
is ample opportunity to feel
as though you are accomplishing something. You have many
choices when it comes to where
exactly you spend your time in
the hospital: ER, hospice, family and birth center, oncology,
and many other locations are
available as well. Each volunteer
attends an orientation and has a
personal meeting with a Human
Resources worker from the hospital to figure out what is best
for you. There is no monthly
minimum of hours, but St. Joe s
asks that you commit to give
100 hours of your time during
your volunteering with them.
To get started simply go to
their website and check out the
volunteers page. You can complete an application online or
have one sent to you in the mail.
https://www.fhshealth.org/
default.asp
Click on "Volunteers" in the
Secondary Navigation Bar.
Arts and Lifestyle
f you want to work with
people, but you are not
so into the hospital scene,
check out the volunteer opportunities at the Grand Cinema
on South Fawcett. The Grand
makes volunteering super easy.
There is no hour commitment
and no application process.
Their website allows you to
sign yourself up for a three hour
shift on any day of the week. I

I

T

•
•

LOVED ONES WHEN YOU'RE SO BUSY AT SCHOOL, SO USE THE BREAK AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO KEEP IN
TOUCH WITH OLD FRIENDS AND FAMILY. YOU'LL ALL BE GLAD YOU DID.

s

IlTio[fe Eoca,

Be Frugal
CHANCES ARE, YOU'RE ALREADY SHOVELING OUT A LOT OF MONEY TO FLY YOURSELF BACK HOME OR
TAKE A TRIP WITH FRIENDS. You DON'T NEED TO BREAK THE BANK OVER BREAK, ESPECIALLY WITH THE
FINANCIAL CRISIS. SO BE MONEY-SAVVY THIS SEASON. INSTEAD OF GOING OUT TO EAT, HAVE POT-

yr ii A NNT (j4z.

Join us in the Rotunda for ice skating, sleigh rides, the movie Elf, music and dancing,
holiday photobooth, complimentary hot chocolate and cider

LUCKS WITH YOUR FRIENDS. MAKE GIFTS INSTEAD OF BUYING THEM, OR GIVE SOME OF YOUR TIME AS
A GIFT-- PROMISE TO HAVE A PICNIC WITH SOMEONE OR GO ICE-SKATING. HOMEMADE GIFTS ALWAYS
RING TRUER THAN STORE BOUGHT GLITZ TURN TO PAGE

9
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The slightly typical but very
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useful gu ide to gift giving
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BY SHELBY TAYLOR
FEATURES WRITER

Whether your December
is rung in by setting a menorah aglow or by adding glass
globes of memories to a noble
pine, may you be economically savvy in your gift giving
this holiday season. On a student budget, the gift of giving
can be quite taxing, and given
our current crisis, the green
is evermore sacred. But what
to gift to those on your list?

Your UPS Circle and the
Gang Back Home
his can be a twofold
operation,
though
your schoolmates will
be easier to access. Perhaps
a send "your girls" or "the guys"
from your hometown a text?
The rudiments of Secret
Santa or Secret Snowman are
known by many, but will still
be outlined. Supplies needed:
a pen and a sheet of notebook
paper. First, gather everyone
together and have the essential
supplies on hand. Next, have
a designated paper ripper rip
the sheet of notebook paper
into tiny slips of paper (one
slip of paper should go to each
person). Write your name on
4 the lined sheet. Fold the paper in half—both hamburger
and hotdog style work. Have
another friend hold out their
hand and place your slip into
their hand. Everyone takes
turns selecting a slip of paper
from the chum's palm. If you
draw your name, redraw. The
person whose name you receive is the person you will
hit the mall or craft store for.
Let me back up, however.
Set perimeters right away!
A five dollar maximum budget will allow for all sorts of
homemade possibilities. Do
you knit? Get started on a
multicolored scarf that will

pop in gray Washington. Sock
puppets act as both friends
and entrainment. Perhaps
find a cheap-o mug and decorate it with your giftee's initial. Plop in a bag of cocoa,
and you are set. Let Google
be your guide, and search
for "homemade gift ideas".

The 'Rents and Other Relations
epending on whether or not you have
a Seaboard account,
you ought to browse through
UPS paraphernalia at your
campus bookstore. Last year,
for example, the papers were
a pilin' and no time could
be spent scouring stores for
something for Mother or
something for Father. Though
my spree at the bookstore remains a bit fuzzy (perhaps I
was loading up on Easy Mac
when I thought to check out
the items for sale), I do recall
approaching the mugs, as my
mom takes a nightly cup o' tea.
I settled on a white one
with towering magenta letters proclaiming something
along the lines of: my money
and my kid go to UPS. This
declaration is oh too true.
For my pops, I ended up
finding a legal pad with a
background of my beloved
second home (as in, the
backdrop of the notepad
was a picture of the buildings that make up campus).
My sister's room had just
been redecorated, and the
walls, I was told, were blinding
chartreuse. She had also parted
with some of her stuffed animals, so I thought it appropriate to bring along a playmate
clad in a "someone from UPS
loves you" tee. It just so happened that the bright, bright
tree frog matched the chic
decor of my teenage sib's crib.
Think practical when look-

D

ing through all the goodies,
and hit up the store on a Friday,
as all Logger wear is 10% off:

Your Significant Other
utesy is the way to
go for your other
half. If your honey has not given you an inkling to what they want,
which is usually the case, aim
to please their five senses.
First is taste, so present your
love with a gift card of $15 or
$20 to your favorite eatery.
Sight is a no-brainersimply insert a photo of you
and him/her into a picture
frame and decorate the frame
with a shared love. If both
of you have memories of the
sun, sand, and love, shells are
the perfect embellishment.
Sound can be covered
by a mixed CD of lovely
dovey songs or songs that
remind you of him or her.
Take smell as you will—
flowers are quite fragrant
and are appropriate at all
times. Or, perhaps, give up
some deodorant, so your mate
can take whiff and have visions of you dancing in their
head, much like sugar plums.
A soft stuffed animal of
sorts makes for the ideal
cuddle buddy. Do you both
share a love for anime ? Secure
him/her a life-sized Totoro.
Should the two ofyou be separated by states, sending along
small samples of each sense via
snail mail may be the way to go.
A rule of thumb is to remember your audience, the receiver
of the puppet or gift card. Remember, you are going for the
"why, that suits me just fine"
effect. Heaven forbid the receiver tears apart your newsprint wrapping ("green" in true
Logger spirit, of course) and
has disappointment turn both
their holiday festivities and my
article sour. Happy crafting!

IMAGE COURTESY OF RSCHRISTIANCHURCH.COM
IMAGE COURTESY OF WEBLOGS.NEWSDAY.COM
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Heart-warming holiday classics are great for bringing home
holiday spirit and sending a message with seasonal cheer.

Turn to the classics when looking for holiday movies
Forget 'Four Christmases' and Nothing Like the Holidays.' Old favorites
are the way to go when you're settling down for a movie on a wintry night
BY MARY KRAUSZER
FEATURES WRITER

Ranked up there with the
roasting of the chestnuts and
the jingling of the bells is the
warm tradition of the Classic
Holiday Movie. Once a year
you tune in when your favorite
stations pledge toilsome royalties, or perhaps produce some
slightly-sketch-specials of their
own, to bring you some cinematic holiday cheer. Or, perhaps, you and the family settle
into the overstuffed couch to
watch the VCR chew through
the red and green VHS your
parents recorded when you
were five, so you too can appreciate the TV specials of old
(or is that just my family?).
Or, maybe, just maybe, you've
made the commitment to the
holiday tradition and collected your own Christmas classics on DVD, melding the old
and the new into a single, com-

pact, scene-selectable ritual.
The point is, for many,
the holidays are just not the
holidays without once more
witnessing of the poignant
(and memorized) plots of a
holly jolly movie marathon.
Personally, I nestle in annually to watch Tim Allen
trade his tool belt for a black
belt-- Santa's big black leather
belt, that is. Allen plays the big
man in The Santa Clause, first
released in 1994. Ignoring the
premise that he actually accidentally kills the original
Santa in the opening scenes
of the film (kills him!), Allen takes on the life-altering
occupation of Santa Claus to
restore Christmas belief in
the hearts of cynical adults
just like his previous self and
mend his broken relationship with his ex-wife and son.
And though I've seen the
film more times than I can
remember, the fat and facial-haired 'Tooltime' host

always manages to build
up my warm holiday spirit.
Another holiday favorite is
the Irving Berlin musical of the
1950s, White Christmas, featuring the timeless Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye and Rosemary
Clooney. In tru '50s style, this
steppin score blends classic
show tunes with sweet-singing
love as musical performers
Kaye and Crosby cook up a
special Christmas show for an
Old Army friend and everyone
ends up with the ideal White
Christmas. After all, snow is
the ultimate excuse for cuddling up to your lady friend.
Through the chilly maze
of musical mischief and misunderstanding, the characters dance their way to the
realization that any kind of
cold can be warmed by love.
And, of course, the 1946
film It's a Wonderful Life, directed by Frank Capra is possibly the most popular holiday
TV special, rated repeatedly in

top movie lists from the American Film Institute to IMDB.
It tells the story of one man's
fight against greed and selfpity, aided by a guardian angel, to discover the true meaning of community and the
worth of every wonderful life.
Interestingly, when this
now-classic was released
in the theaters it was considered a flop, not bringing enough to the box office
to cover production costs.
Later the copyright on the
film was simply allowed to
expire, perhaps explaining its
(cheap) popularity on television specials ever since. Regardless of this holiday favorite's questionable rise to
the top, it is a classic example
of a holiday film favorite: a
little love, a little money and
a sweeping moral message.
It seems all of the holiday
classics house their own moral
merry-time message. From the
return of compassion in The

Santa Clause, to the power
of love in White Christmas,
to the appreciation of life
and sharing in It's a Wonderful Life, each film brings
its own yuletide message to
your cinema celebration.
Perhaps, those are the reasons
for the season: not silly entertainment or boxed Hollywood
cheer, but the valuable lessons
of each wintertime tale. So,
whichever classic holiday lessons you subscribe to, curl up in
your favorite chair and be glad
this holiday tradition comes
in a just-push-play package.
That sounds much easier than
trying to make an artificial life
form out of snow (Frosty), or
dodge the same reindeer that
got Grandma as you're out on
a sleigh ride together (they're
song references, get it ?).
For more holiday movie suggestions, check out the Arts
er Entertainment section.
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Turkey survives Thanksgiving,
trampled next day by shoppers
BY BARRY GOODS

EULOGIZER

The last living turkey in the
state of Washington after this
year's Thanksgiving holiday was
brutally trampled and killed the
following day while attempting
to purchase a new HD plasma
television. Mr. Gobbles, age
4, was elated to discover last
Thursday afternoon that he
would not be eaten, and decided to celebrate by going to Circuit City the following morning
to take advantage of the biggest shopping day of the year.
In an interview roughly
12 hours before his demise,
the optimistic turkey explained his shopping strategy.
"Well, I was going to camp
out in front of the door with
my friends but that idea didn't
pan out because, you know,
they're dead. So, my plan is to

get there at about 5:00 a.m.
and just see what happens.
I'm not really looking for any
gifts because everyone I know
is currently deceased, but my
room could use some sprucing up so I'm just going to look
around for a nice television. I
really think this will be my day."
According to several eyewitness accounts, Mr. Gobbles
arrived in time to get a fairly good spot near the door.
"I didn't like him that much.
I got hungry after waiting in
the cold all night and I tried to
chew on his leg a little bit and
he totally freaked out. That
turkey had no social skills,"
said one disgruntled shopper,
Unfortunately, Mr. Gobbles
had little time to make friends.
After pecking his way to the front
of the line, the doors opened and
he was almost immediately flattened. Several hungry shoppers
quickly consumed the dead bird

as they ran by, needing nourishment for the shopping frenzy.
In addition to the turkey's
death, there were several other casualties that day including about half a dozen skinny
shoppers who simply lacked
the strength to compete.
They were consumed as well.
When asked for a comment on
the incident, several store clerks
helpfully pointed toward an isle
of holiday cards, where there
were several cheery options
includi% "Sorry I trampled
your son, and "Seven counts of
manslaughter was totally worth
getting the new iPod Nano for
half price. I'll be out in 30 years,
so please wait for me honey."
Mr. Gobbles is survived by his
pet rat, Earl, and a bag of seed
with a smiley face drawn on it.
Barry Goods just bought himself
a Wii. When he can move his limbs
again, he is going to play the hell out
of it.

•
•
•
R.I.P. Patrick Gobbles (Feb. 9, 2004 - Nov. 28, 2008)

University of Puget Sound campus
gets really drunk, sleeps with PLU Horoscopes
BY JON HARDONE

GOSSIPI GURU

In what is bein described as "a
drunken mishap, the campus of
the University of Puget Sound
reportedly had relations of a sexual nature with the neighboring
campus of Pacific Lutheran University. During an overly exuberant Thanksgiving dinner party, the UPS campus consumed
over 30,000 gallons of Keystone Light, 10,000 Olde English 40s, and two tequila shots.
"I've never seen the UPS campus drink that much. This is
the first Thanksgiving the UPS
campus has spent away from
home, so I bet UPS was just trying to cut loose," said one of the
UPS Campus' closest friends,
Bartell's Drug Store. Regardless
of the motivation, a clearly intoxicated UPS campus was seen
leaving the Thanksgiving dinner
party wearing a towel as a cape
and screaming various slurs such
as 'the Field House sucks!' and
`Harned Hall is gay!' A local
Blockbuster, also intoxicated,

was encouraging the ruckus un- themed party on 10th and Union.
"Well we weren't invited per
til it threw up in the bushes near
11 th and Union through Alder. se, but I totally knew the Gas
The group, which then con- Station that was holding the
sisted of the UPS campus, the party, so we were as good as
Wild Orchid, the 7-11, Bartell's guests," said Bartell's Drug Store.
Upon entry, the Wild Orchid
drug store and the Origin 23°
coffee house, then proceeded to and the 7-11 teamed up to play
the local SafewayT to buy beer. beer pong, while the Origin 23°
"I really didn 't think they and Bartell's decided to get a
should be buying beer in their flip cup team together, leaving
condition," local Safeway cus- the UPS campus to fend for ittomer Terry Feldspar comment- self. Some awkward dancing
ed. "I was just trying to stock lead to UPS being approached
up on beans when the five of by the PLU campus. After ten
them came in yelling screaming. minutes, a very drunk UPS
I think the 7-11 was shouting campus found itself making
something about needing to get out with its cross-town rivals.
The following morning, the
condoms and a frzing pan. It was
really disturbing, said Feldspar. Wild Orchid found the UPS
After around an hour of gen- campus completely disrobed
eral loitering, the group left and lying next to the PLU camthe Safeway in an attempt to pus. Although the UPS camfind a party Origin 23° had pus asserts "dude, NOTHING
heard about the week before. happened. We just talked, and
"I heard from a Cineplex that I fell asleep," the remainder of
a tanning salon was having a bi& the group seems to think otherwise. The PLU campus could
party on 9th and Washington,
said a stumbling Origin 23°. The not be reached for questions.
five then walked around for over
Hardone has a Rubick's cube and
an hour until finding an animalmultivariable calculus to do.

Aries
As November comes to a close,
you must shave. But beware of
postpartum depression when your
facial hair is gone. You should
consider a finger mustache as a
coping mechanism. Also, a spider
you will kill on Christmas morning might be Christ incarnate.

Taurus
An outfit you wear early in the
month will be intended to attract a crush; it will repel them.
To prevent this, avoid clothes
with slings such as, "I see stupid
people, or "let's make a sexy time."

Gemini
You will discover a piece of
furniture in a distant relative's
house that is actually a portal
to a snowy wonderland interlocked in a scathing war between
good and evil. Also, opportunities for tracking and hunting

wildlife are optimal this month.
Cancer
At a holiday gathering, an elderly relative will try to disguise flatulence with a cough. Expose him,
for public humiliation is the only
way he will learn table manners.

Leo
You will get an influx of money
early in the month. But, as a result, you will be left missing an
important body part. Also, birds
will be especially critical of your
political views as the end of the
month draws near. It is best to be
cautious with your words so as
not to upset the pecking order.

Virgo
dead
with
Conversations
people will leave you feeling unsatisfied and dejected. Also, be
attentive to large animal tracks
in snow or mud, they probably lead to cute animals you can
cuddle with and take pictures of.

Libra
PHOTO COURTESY UPS.EDU

The morning after, a hung over UPS Campus groggily tries to remember what it did last night.

A bear hug given by a beloved relative is a disguised attempt to assess your weight
gain since last Christmas.

•
Scorpio
It is best to wear a cape under
all your other clothes throughout
the next two weeks. An opportunity for glory and heroism will
present itself most unexpectedly.
Also, the more money and material objects you give others, the more
they will want to be your friend
and associate with you publicly.

Sagittarius
Money will buy you happiness in the coming weeks, and
it runs about $50 an eighth.
Also, your dreams around the
holidays will consistently feature
elves confessing their sins to you.

Ca ricorn
Your home will be invaded by an
overweight bearded man trailed
by a band of midgets and young
children around the 24th. He can
resist bullets, bombs and even lasers, but not hugs. Also, you will be
repeatedly tempted to discuss your
favorite Disney princess with others. Fight the urge; nobody cares.

Aquarius
A houseplant will be surprisingly
affectionate the week of the 23rd,
and you will feel yourself getting
emotionally involved. Keep your
guard up, especially with leafy seasonal plants. Also, long awaited
travel plans will fall through around
Christmas. Family members will

forget to bring you as they depart
for a trip, leaving you to battle foolish intruders in mischievous ways.

Pisces
You will come to reassess your
scheming, greedy ways after being visited by three ghosts and
have a meaningful encounter with
a puppy-eyed, physically handicapped person. Also, it's best to be
frugal with your spending when
it comes to poultry purchases.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of7be Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone oesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please
send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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otuuent makes a MARC in community Musical
BY COLIN WALLACE

ABLE WRITER
While attending a leadership conference in Illinois this
summer, Arianna Bodaghi met
three people who would change
her life. Out of 60 students at
the conference, Bodaghi connected with Anna Dale, Brian
Thai and Samuel Shoemaker.
The four of them had many
things in common. For one,
they were all natives of Western
Washington. More importantly,
they all shared a passion to help
those in need. Together they
started a non-profit corporation
called Music and Art in Refugee Communities (MARC).
The idea for MARC came
about when the four discussed
holding a benefit concert to raise
money to purchase music and
art supplies to send to children
in refugee camps overseas. However, the plan soon became a bit
more complicated than that.
"We quickly realized there
were [a] few organizations that
already existed that did just this,"
Bodaghi said. "So 'let's host a
benefit concert' quickly turned
into 'let's build a non-profit,
then organize a benefit concert.'"
Although Bodaghi is the only
student from UPS (Thai and
Shoemaker attend Washington
State University while Dale attends University of Alaska-Fairbanks), the four managed to get
the company up and running
in a matter of months, thanks
to the pro-bono help of a cor-

ASUF'S PI-1010 StKVICES/ANDKEW SHEKIDAN

Service: Arianna Bodaghi brings people together with the arts.
porate tax law firm in Seattle.
MARC became officially incorporated on Oct. 24 of this year.
Although Bodaghi does
not consider herself a musical person (she is an International Political Economy ma-

jor with an emphasis in global
development), Dale, Thai and
Shoemaker all have musical
backgrounds. Because of their
talents, music and art were ideal
avenues through which MARC
could reach refugee children.

"Music and art don't require
any special expertise: Bodaghi
said. They don't even require a
common language, as they become the common language."
Bodaghi acknowledges that
MARC may face the criticism that music and art are not
as essential as such amenities
as food and clothing. However, she believes that MARC
will fill an important void.
"There are many organizations
already out there that do great
work for refugees by providing them with basic necessities
to sustain life. But in order to
be fully human and to be active
with your society, you need more
than just food, water and shelter:
Bodaghi said. "We hope to provide great stimulation and opportunity for refugee children."
If all goes according to plan,
MARC should be running its first
program in the summer of 2009.
The company hopes to work
with a summer camp hosted
by the International Rescue
Committee (IRC) that is located in Washington state.
"The summer camp that is hosted by the IRC serves the needs
of newly arrived refugee children and prepares them to enter
the Washington school system:
Bodaghi said. "We would be supplementing their program with
ours [and] putting on music and
art workshops on a weekly basis."
MARC's workshops will focus
on fun activities like building
SEE MARC PAGE 15

• Preparing for next zombie attack a crucial task
With proper supplies and techniques, you might just survive
BY DAVID LEV

ABLE WRITER
Some people think we should
prepare for a new Great Depression with the financial markets crumbling. Others worry
about World War III destroying civilization as we know
it. Still others are concerned
about the polar ice caps melting and drastic climate change.
But all of these seem inconsequential in the face of the true
global threat: zombie attacks.
But at least I have a plan for
when the undead rise. I have finally read The Zombie Survival
Guide by Max Brooks, which, as
the title indicates, explains everything that one needs to do when
surrounded by zombies. Reading
it made me speculate on exactly
how zombie-safe our campus is.

The Zombie Survival Guide
has extensive information on
how to defend various structures from zombie attack, but
unfortunately there is no entry for college dormitories, so
I will just have to guess exactly
how successful staying inside
your dorm while the undead
circle it hungrily would be.
Since all of the dorms on campus seem to have very heavy
doors which are automatically
locked, they should be able to
resist small gangs of zombies trying to force their way through.
Unfortunately, quite a few
doors also have glass panes,
which are prone to shattering,
so it might still be dangerous
to get too close to them in the
middle of a zombie apocalypse.
There are also plenty of windows
on the ground and garden level

floors of a lot of the dorms, so
anyone living in those particular rooms would have to evacuate immediately after boarding up the windows, or risk the
undead forcing their way in.
Fortunately, our dorms have
several storeys, so if everyone
moved up to the higher levels and
then blocked off the staircases,
we could in theory hold off zombies long enough for the authorities to come and dispatch them
(assuming that they can come),
or for the trapped students themselves to drive the zombies away.
Windows on higher levels
could be ideal for firing down
on zombies below. In addition, a concentration of people is also a concentration of
talents, and you never know
what useful skills someone has.
Unfortunately, all of those people in a dorm could cause zombies to hone in on it, completely
surrounding the students within.
Essentially, the dorms are a
crapshoot—good if you are only
staying for a little while, bad if it
turns into along, drawn-out siege.
As to the matter of dispatching zombies, here I think we as
college students have a problem.
I have a feeling that the administration would be unamused
with students stockpiling deadly
weaponry such as rifles, crossbows, machetes and the like before an outbreak (after an outbreak, I would think they would
have more pressing concerns).
It would almost certainly be
too late to try to go out and get
a gun when the dead start rising, however, especially since it
is quite likely that everyone else
would be trying to do this as well.

I believe that Campus Security

snobbery
ruining
the fun for
everyone
BY JEN DAVIS

ABLE WRITER
Here is an opinion for you
to disregard completely. Know,
however, that I write this
with a certain amount of empathy for the martyred and
unloved, to whom this particular type of self-validation
is often the only type available.
I feel you, but the truth is that
being a music snob will not win
you many friends. We know
that as compensation for a lack
of self-confidence or other social engagement, you may find
it convenient to spit on other
people's musical opinions, but
before another blow is cast, I
would ask you to halt momentarily and consider your actions.
They come from diverse backgrounds, each crafting a different
angle of superiority, constantly
jostling to outdo one another.
The general public is immediately dismissed for its innate
ignorance, as those who consider themselves in the know
knock teeth for top position.
Music snobbery, born out
of much more than a pure
love for music itself, is to a
greater extent merely about being better than everyone else.
Granted, we all do it to some
degree. Whether it is scoffing at
your roommate for their choice of
wall art, or laughing at your parents for their antiquated opinion
of pop culture, when a person
knows more about a subject than
somebody else, the knee jerk reaction is to flaunt that knowledge.
Music has developed its own
specific regiment of conceit,
simple but potentially devastating enough to be employed by
everyone from the most acneridden of high school freshmen
to the most legitimate of adults.
Falling somewhere in between,
college students do their best to
SEE
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Supplies: A zombie survival guide is crucial during an attack.
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might have truncheons, but these
are designed merely to subdue
rather than crush the skull, and
so probably would do little good.
I think that the best way to
deal with this thorny issue is
to go out and purchase a baseball bat or something else that
could serve as a heavy club
but not alarm the authorities.
An alternative idea that
might do in a pinch would
be to try to find something
like a towel rack that could be
wrenched out of the wall to
serve as a makeshift weapon.
Unfortunately, both of these
ideas result in weapons that
are not ideal—unpleasantly
short range and requiring much
strength to actually do any good
(the only way to subdue a zombie
for sure is to damage its brain,
which is not so easy to do with a
baseball bat), but that is the price

we have got to pay, I suppose.

Incase ofasomewhatlonger and
more intense zombie attack, one
that does not subside after a few
days, I think that we might have
to make our way to Fort Lewis.
Travel by car might not be ideal (although The Zombie Survival Guide's warnings about running out of gas probably would
not apply, its concerns over
streets being block off by rubble
or abandoned cars would), but
it would be faster when passing
through more densely populated
areas (and therefore possibly
more zombie-concentrated).
Once reaching Fort Lewis (or
McChord Air Force Base), we
would have the protection of
trained armed personnel, strong
barriers to keep the zombies out,
supplies, armaments and commu-
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MARC
instruments and experimenting
with art in a way that encourages
self-expression. Bodaghi hopes to
expand the program outside the
U.S. in the next three to five years.
In the meantime, the four budding entrepreneurs are crossing
their fingers that the program
next summer will be a success.
With enough support, MARC
should be around for a long time.
For those interested in helping MARC fulfill its goals, the
organization is hosting a benefit concert on Dec. 22 at 7:00
p.m. at Charles Wright Academy right here in Tacoma. The
musical lineup has yet to be finalized, but Bodaghi says there
will be performances by the
Shoemaker Brothers (featuring
MARC board member Samuel
Shoemaker), a gospel choir and
a jazz pianist. Tickets are $10
in advance and $12 at the door.
For more information, go to
their website at sites.google.
com/site/marcommunities or
check out their blog at marcommunities.blogspot.com .
Colin Wallace just realized that
he is not doing anything important

CONT. FROM PAGE 14
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Community: Two participants in MARC construct musical instruments in a project to encourage self-expression and understanding.

Japan's Gion-Shijo district festive, diverse locale
BY TARA HORN &
JESSUP COFFIN

A &E CONTRIBUTORS
At the top of the hill stands the
Kiyomizu Temple, where people
once jumped from the heights in
hopes of granting a wish. From
there, a walk past the waterfall
at the base of the temple twists
into the streets of Gion-Shijo.
Here the visitor is met with
sensory overload, as the smells

of the street vendors and bakeries tantalize the olfactory
organs. The likely sighting of
a geiko (known to foreigners as geishas) posing for the
cameras of tourists adds to the
overall tone and contributes to
the ambiance of the cluttered
shops and sweet boxes of mochi.
If you are looking for a place
to spot a geiko, purchase a fresh
made cream puff with green tea
filling or spot a few monkeys, the

SNOBS
make every eye-roll count. Packed
in together, pushed through a
sieve of broken idealism, and
left to rot, the answer, for many,
has become musical elitism.
Those of us lucky enough to
suffer its whiplash may also take
something away from the experience: a goody bag jam-pack not
only with quickly dissolving optimism but also a sort of sour, degenerative pallor indicative of the
cracking feeling of our insides.
It is easy to forget that at a basic
level, music was created to grant
some sort of pure pleasure, either by the artist for the artist, or
by the artist for the people. People, not person. Sure, someone
may be laughed at because they
like ABBA. Hell, I may laugh
at you because you like ABBA,
but after doing so, I would also
remind myself as this is not
a Jen-imposed-fascist-musicalstate, people can listen to AND
enjoy the music they want.

Gion-Shijo District in Kyoto, Japan, is definitely the place to start.
In the midst of this cultural experience another, much
smaller temple stands. Not as
infamous or as visited as the
Kiyomizu Temple, in this temple, just off the Gion-Shijo Station, there live three monkeys.
They linger in doorways,
hang from the rafters of small
shrines, and spill from the
doors of gift shops like cockroaches steaming up through
the drains of Chinese showers.
For many, the first image that
comes to mind when you hear
"three monkeys" is probably a
comic depiction of one monkey
covering his mouth, one with his
hands clamped hard over his ears,
and one over his eyes. It turns out
that is not too far from the truth.
One belief fueling the livelihood of these three monkeys
involves three worms. These
three worms are believed to
dwell inside the body, leaving
it every so often to report the
sins of the individual while the
person is sleeping. Based on
the report,
report, the individual's life
shortened accordingly.
might
This is where the three monkeys

CONT. FROM PAGE 14

I would remind myself that
however much I despise every single chord of Dancing
ueen, others should not be
loo ed down upon for giving
into its relentless pop hooks and
thoroughly gyrate-able beats.
Credit should be given, of course, for the hours
logged in establishing a truly credible music library.
I respect any vinyl bin-diving purist able to extract a
gem of obscurity from what
is quickly becoming a culture
of largely forgettable music.
I appreciate it when you explain to me the years it has
taken you to track down this
album, complete with the original artwork from its 1968 release of seven copies in Japan.
I nod at your dedication when
you divulge that six of the seven
copies were burnt in a government raid while the seventh
was buried for safe keeping in

the grave of the lead singer's
mother, which you then dug
up and succeeded in procuring.
You play the album and I attempt to snap my fingers to
the sometimes-rhythmic ambient warble of pipe organs
and keytars. The evening continues quite nicely until you
make some crack about ABBA.
So what morals can we learn
from music snobbery? Find
some middle ground, people.
Lives are not being lost over lack
of knowledge about Television's
original name or the origins of
Twee. In the grand scheme of
things, it is quite inconsequential.
Together we can promote tolerance and save countless innocents the joy of having their finely crafted musical taste smashed
into little bits...even if we are
helping them to see the light.
Jen Davis knows Television's
original name.

come in, to remind and protect
followers from speaking, hearing or seeing any evil that might
adversely affect their lifeline.
Most notable about the three
monkey shrine in Gion-Shijo are
the colors one is bombarded. with
upon entrance. As a nod to the
belief in worms and the role of
the monkeys, locals have crafted
small chains of "monkeys," small
stuffed creations resembling
monkeys hanging off of a line.
The monkeys are available for
purchase, as fast as the clerk can
sew them, and are perceived as
luck charms, protecting those
around from harm. So famed for
their wise monkeys, it is said that
at one point Ghandi visited Japan, and while there collected his
own statue of the three monkeys.
After checking out the brightly colored clothprimates, the
adventurous traveler might opt
to try a local delicacy: takoyaki.
These fried balls of octopus (and
various other flavors) are wrapped
and held together with a delicious
doughy shell, and can be purchased from the street vendors,
located by the nearby . bakeries.
While passing through, a
cream puff-with green tea filling

ZOMBIES

might be just the thing to wash
down the texture rich takoyaki.
Aside from the takoyaki and
the monkeys, Gion-Shijo is in
many ways Kyoto's prize. Idyllically designed to resemble
what one might
might imagine prewar Japan to
looked like,
it is a puzzle of small houses
clustered together, with ornate
roof overhangs, all of this flavored by rickshaws and geiko.
For those who visit in April,
the local geiko can be seen
performing the cherry blossom dances for crowds, and the
streets fill with an air that inspired much of the setting of
the book Memoirs of a Geisha.
Regardless when you visit, the
bustling district does not disappoint. From takoyaki and
geikos, to monkeys and green
tea cream puffs, Gion-Shijo
represents the cultural and religious past and present, specific
to the Kyoto area. It may even
prove to be lucky if that monkey you bought keeps those
worms on their best behavior.
Tara Horn and Jessup Coffin
visited Kyoto with the UPS PacRim program.
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nication with the outside world.
The only problem with this
plan is that it is fairly selfevident, and therefore half of
Tacoma would probably attempt it. Those who turn up at
either military base late might
be turned away, or find that
there are fewer resources there
for them than anticipated.
Still, it is probably better than

the grim alternative of having
to deal with the apocalypse.
Zombies are scary, especially
when you are not sure how to
resist them. However, if you
obey a few important rules
(keep out of reach, bar any way
of entering or getting higher,
destroy the head, conserve supplies), I am sure you will do fine.
David Lev wants brains.
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